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We investigate optimal non-linear approximations of multivariate periodic func-
tions with mixed smoothness. In particular, we study optimal approximation using
sets of finite cardinality (as measured by the classical entropy number), as well as
sets of finite pseudo-dimension (as measured by the non-linear widths introduced
by Ratsaby and Maiorov). Approximation error is measured in the Lq(Td)-sense,
where Td is the d-dimensional torus. The functions to be approximated are in the
unit ball SBrp, % of the mixed smoothness Besov space or in the unit ball SW
r
p of the
mixed smoothness Sobolev space. For 1< p, q<, 0<% and r>0 satisfying
some restrictions, we establish asymptotic orders of these quantities, as well
as construct asymptotically optimal approximation algorithms. We particularly
prove that for either r>1p and %p or r>(1p&1q)+ and %min[q, 2],
the asymptotic orders of these quantities for the Besov class SBrp, % are both
n&r(log n)(d&1)(r+12&1%).  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We investigate optimal non-linear approximations of multivariate peri-
odic functions with mixed smoothness. In particular, we study optimal
approximation using sets of finite cardinality (as measured by the classical
entropy number), as well as sets of finite pseudo-dimension (as measured
by the non-linear widths introduced by Ratsaby and Maiorov).
We begin the precise description of our problem by recalling some defini-
tions. Let X be a quasi-normed linear space (a quasi-norm & }& is defined
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as a norm except that the triangle inequality is replaced by & f + g&
C(& f &+&g&) with C an absolute constant) and let W and M be subsets
of X. For approximation of elements from W by M, the quantity
E(W, M, X ) := sup
f # W
inf
. # M
& f &.&
gives the worst case error of approximation. When M is a linear manifold,
we have the linear approximation problem. The problem of non-linear
approximation occurs when the set M of approximants does not have a
linear structure.
Given a family M of subsets in X, we can consider the best approximation
by M from M in terms of the quantity
d(W, M, X ) := inf
M # M
E(W, M, X ). (1)
If M in (1) is the family of all linear manifolds of dimension at most n,
then d(W, M, X ) defines the well-known Kolmogorov n-width dn(W, X ).
This quantity measures the error of approximation by the optimal linear
manifold over all linear manifolds of dimension at most n.
The quantity d(W, M, X ) is called the entropy number =n(W, X ) if M in
(1) is the family of all subsets M of X such that |M|2n, where |M|
denotes the cardinality of M. The entropy number is the functional inverse
of the =-entropy H=(W, X ) :=log N=(W, X ), where N=(W, X ) is the cardinality
of the minimal =-net of W. The =-entropy H=(W, X ) was introduced by
Kolmogorov and Tikhomirov [5].
The non-linear n-width \n(W, X ) introduced recently by Ratsaby and
Maiorov ((7], [8]), is defined only when X is a space of real-valued
functions on a set 0. If M in (1) is the family of all subsets in X of pseudo-
dimension at most n, then \n(W, X )=d(W, M, X ).
The notion of pseudo-dimension is defined as follows. For a real number
t, let sgn(t) be 1 for t>0 and &1 otherwise. For x # Rn, let sgn(x)=
[sgn(x1), sgn(x2), ..., sgn(xn)]. Let M be a set of real-valued functions
defined on 0. The pseudo-dimension of M is defined as the largest integer
n such that there exist points a1, a2, ..., an in 0 and b # Rn such that the
cardinality of the set
[sgn( y): y= f (a1)+b1 , f (a2)+b2 , ..., f (an)+bn , f # M]
is 2n. If n is arbitrarily large then the the pseudo-dimension of M is infinite.
We denote the pseudo-dimension of M by dimp(M).
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The notion of pseudo-dimension of a real-valued functions set was intro-
duced by Pollard [11] and later Haussler [6] as an extention of the
VapnikChervonekis dimension [17] of an indicator function set. The
pseudo-dimension and VapnikChervonekis dimension measure the
capacity of a set of functions. They play an important role in theory of
pattern recognition and regression estimation, empirical processes and
computational learning theory (see also [12], [13] for details).
If M is a linear manifold of dimension n in X, then dimp(M)=n (see
[6], [11]). From the definitions we can see that dimp(M)log |M|, and
consequently,
\n(W, X )=n(W, X )
for any subset W of the quasi-normed linear space X of real valued n func-
tions on 0. This inequality has an important application: an upper bound
of =n (lower bound of \n) can be used for upper estimation of \n(W, X )
(lower estimation of =n).
We next introduce classes of functions with common mixed smoothness,
defined on the d-dimensional torus Td=[&?, ?]d. For a natural number
l, the univariate symmetric difference operator 2 lh , h # T, is defined induc-
tively by 2 lh :=2
1
h 2
l&1
h , starting from the operator
21h f := f ( } +h2)& f ( } &h2).
If e/E :=[1, 2, ..., d], we define the multivariate mixed lth difference
operator 2 lh(e)(for h # T
d) as
2lh(e) f :=‘
d
j # e
2 lhj ,
where the univariate operator 2lhj , is applied to the variable xj . In
particular, note that 2 lh(<) f # f.
For r>0 and 0< p, %, let Brp, % denote the Besov space of all
functions on Td, for which the quasi-norm
& f &B rp, % := :
e/E
| f |B r, ep, %
is finite. Here, for finite % and any l>r,
| f |B r, ep, % :=\|T d ‘j # e |hj |
&1&%r &2 lh(e) f &%p dh+
1%
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(as usual, the integral is replaced by a supremum when %=) and & }&p is
the usual p-integral norm in Lp :=Lp(Td). There is an extention of the
notion of Brp, % for any r # R, given in Section 3. We will use the notation
Bp, % :=B
0
p, % .
The Sobolev space Wrp is defined similarly to B
r
p, % but replacing & f &B rp, %
and | f |B r, ep, % by & f &W rp and | f |W pr, e :=&(> j # e 
rxrj ) f &p , respectively, where
rx rj is the fractional partial differential operator of order r in the sense
of Weil.
Let
SBrp, % :=[ f # W
r
p : & f &W rp1]
and
SWrp :=[ f # B
r
p, % : & f &B rp, %1]
be the unit balls in Brp, % and W
r
p , respectively.
The aim of this paper is to investigate non-linear Lq -approximations of
functions from SBrp, % or SW
r
p . Optimal approximation using sets of finite
cardinality is measured by the entropy numbers =n , whereas optimal
approximation using sets of finite pseudo-dimension is measured by the
non-linear n-widths \n . For 1< p, q<, 0<%, and r>0 satisfying
some restrictions, we establish the asymptotic orders of these quantities.
Moreover, we exhibit asymptotically optimal non-linear approximations.
From previous works on entropy numbers =n (see [15]) and a recent
paper of Ratsaby and Maiorov [13] on the n-width \n , we can see that the
quantities =n , and \n in the space Lq of the unit ball of the classical smooth-
ness Sobolev space W :p have roughly speaking, the same asymptotic order
n&:d, independent of the relations between p, q, and %. Moreover, this
order is sometimes better than that of the Kolmogorov n-width dn .
We give the main results of our paper. We use the notations: a+ :=
max[a, 0]; F<<F $ if FCF $ with C an absolute constant, and F  F $ if
F<<F $ and F $<<F. Let #n denote either =n or \n .
Let 1< p, q<, 0<%, and r>0. Then we have:
(i) for either r>1p and %p or r>(1p&1q)+ and %min[q, 2]
#n(SB rp, % , Lq)  n&r(log n) (d&1)(r+12&1%), (2)
(ii) and for r>(1p&1q)+
#n(SWrp , Lq)  (nlogd&1 n)&r. (3)
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The case #n==n and %= of (2)(3) are known (see [15], [1]). As
mentioned above, since \n=n , we prove (2) and (3) by establishing the
upper bounds for =n in Section 3 and the lower bounds for \n in Section 4.
This is a new approach in investigating entropy numbers =n and non-linear
widths \n for function classes. Comparing with the existing methods (see
[1], [12], [13], [15]), the advantage of this approach allows us to study
the two different approximation characterizations =n and \n together.
In order to establish the upper bounds for =n we use a non-linear n-term
Lq -approximation with regard to the family V formed from the integer
translates of the mixed dyadic scales of the tensor product multivariate de
la Valle e Poussin kernel, and explicitly construct a subset M of cardinality
at most 2n, and a mapping S: W  M such that
=n(W, Lq)E(W, M, Lq) sup
f # W
& f &S( f )&q<<E(n),
where W denotes either SBrp, % or SW
r
p and E(n) the right side of either (2)
or (3), respectively.
In addtition to the inequality \n=n , using the well-known Littlewood
Paley theorem, the asymptotic orders of (2) and (3) can be established
from upper estimates for =n(SBrp, % , Bq, {), and lower estimates for
\n(SBrp, % , Bq, {). A basic idea in establishing asymptotic orders of =n for
mixed smoothness classes of functions is that the estimates of =n for func-
tion classes can be obtained by a reduction to estimates of =n for finite
dimensional sets (see [15], [1]). We develop this idea in the proofs of the
lower bound of \n(SBrp, % , Bq, {) as well in the proof of upper bound of
=n(SBrp, % , Bq, {). The lower estimate of \n for finite dimensional sets which
is employed in the proofs is based in a deep result of Haussler [7] on
upper bounds of =-packing numbers. While previous results on upper
estimates of =n for finite dimensional sets which were used for the case
%= (see [15], [1]), are not suitable for the case %<. To overcome
this difficulty we prove some new upper estimates of =n for finite dimen-
sional sets in mixed quasi-normed spaces, which are the most essential
moment in the establishment of the upper bound of =n(SBrp, % , Bq, {).
The asymptotic orders of \n in (2)(3) are the first result of this kind for
mixed smoothness function classes. The asymptotic order of =n(SW rp , Lq)
was proved by Smolyak [14] for p=q=2, by Dinh Dung [2] for
1< p=q<, by Temlyakov [15] for 1< p{q<, r>1, and by
Belinsky [1] for 1< pq<, 1p&1q<r1. The asymptotic order of
=n(SBrp, % , Lq) was proved by Temlyakov [15] for 1< p, q<, r>1, and
Belinsky [1] for 1< pq<, 1p&1q<1. Hence, we may restrict our
attention to the case 1< p, q< of =n(SW rp , Lq) and =n(SB
r
p, % , Lq). See
[1], [15], [16] for details of recent results on other cases.
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The main results of the present paper were announced without proof
in [5].
2. NON-LINEAR APROXIMATIONS IN
FINITE-DIMENSIONAL SPACES
In this section we give auxiliary facts concerning non-linear approxima-
tion in finite-dimensional spaces. For 0< p, denote by lmp the space of
all sequences x=[xk]mk=1 of (complex) numbers, equipped with the
quasi-norm
&[xk]&l pm=&x&l pm :=\ :
m
k=1
|xk | p+
1p
,
making the usual change to the max norm when p=. Denote by [t] the
integer part of the number t. We use the notation C(a, b, ...) or Ck(a, b, ...)
to denote a positive constant depending on a, b, ... .
Lemma 1. Let 0< p1. Then for any positive integer n we can explicitly
construct a subset M of lm having cardinality at most 2
n and a mapping
S: lmp  M such that
=n(Bmp , l
m
) sup
x # Bp
m
&x&S(x)&l mC( p) Ap(m, n),
where
Ap(m, n)={m
&1p2&nm,
n&1p log1p(mn),
for nm,
for n<m.
Proof. Note that this lemma was proved by Maiorov for the case p=1
(see [16]) by a method which is not suitable for the case p<1. Clearly, it
suffices to prove the second inequality in the lemma. For =>0, we define
the mapping P= : lmp  l
m
 by putting y=P=(x) where yk==[ |xk |=] sgn xk .
Obviously,
&x&P=(x)& lm=. (4)
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Let us estimate |P=(Bmp )|. Put !=1= and D( p, k, !)=[s # N
k : &s&l pk!].
For m! p, it is easy to verify that
|P=(Bmp )|= :
m
k=0
2k \mk + |D( p, k, !)|
 max
1km
|D( p, k, !)| :
m
k=0
2k \mk+=3m max1km |D( p, k, !)|. (5)
We have
|D( p, k, !)|Volk U( p, k, !), (6)
where U( p, k, !)=[x # Rk : xj0, j=1, ..., k, &x&l pk!]. By a simple
computation we obtain
Volk U( p, k, !)= p&k!kJ( p, k), (7)
where J( p, k)=U(1, k, 1) >
k
j=1 x
1p&1
j dx. We have
J( p, k)=J( p, k&1) B(1p, k)= ‘
k
j=1
B(1p, j)= ‘
k
j=1
1(1p) 1( j)
1(1p+ j)
,
where B(a, b)=10 t
a&1(1&t)b&1 dt and 1(h)=0 h
t&1e&h dt are well-
known beta-function and gamma-function. Let us temporarily denote by
Cj=Cj ( p) various positive constants depending on p only. Applying
Stirling’s formula 1(h)t- 2? hh&12e&h, we get
J( p, k)t ‘
k
j=1
- 2? p1p&12j j&12(1p+ j)12&1p& j
=C k1 ‘
k
j=1
j j&12(1p+ j)12&1p& jC k1 ‘
k
j=1
j&1p
=C k1(1(k+1))
&1ptC k1(- 2?(k+1)k+12e&k&1)&1pC k2 k&kp.
Hence, by (5)(7) we have
|P=(Bmp )|C
m
3 max
1km \!k&1p+
k
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for m! p. Note that t=e&1! p is the point of the absolute maximum of the
function f (t)=(!t&1p)t for t>0. Hence, we obtain
|P=(Bmp )|(C4 !m
&1p)m. (8)
Consider now the case m! p. It is easy to check that
|P=(Bmp )|=\ m[! p]+ |P=(B[!p]p )|,
and so, using (8) and Stirling’s formula, we have
|P=(Bmp )|=
|P=(B[!
p]
p )|
B([! p]+1, m&[! p]+1)
(C5m[! p]&1)[!
p].
Combining this and (8), we get
|P=(Bmp )|{(C6=m
1p)&m
(C6m= p)=
&p
for m=&p,
for m=&p .
Given n large enough, we let =* be the value of = for which the right side
of the last inequality equals 2n, and define S=P=* and M=P=*(Bmp ).
Estimating =* with regard to n and m, we conclude that the cardinality of
M is at most 2n; using (4), we get the second inequality in the lemma. K
Lemma 2. For 0<q, let Ls be an s-dimensional linear subspace
of lmq . Then there exists a subset D of Ls & B
m
 , of cardinality at least 2
s16,
such that for any x, y # D, with x{ y, we have
&x& y&l qm(s2)
1q.
Proof. The proof for s=m is similar to the case when s=m and q=1
(see [10, p. 89] and [12]). The proof of case s<m can be reduced to the
proof of the case s=m by the following observation. Since dim Ls=s,
there exists a set E of 2s vertices of the polyhedron Ls & Bm , and
k1 , ..., ks , 1kjm such that xkj=\1, j=1, ..., s for any x # E. K
Let 0< p, %, and let N=[Nk]k # Q be a sequence of natural
numbers, with Q a finite set of indices. Denote by bNp, % a the space of all
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such sequences x=[xk]k # Q=[[xkj ]
Nk
j=1]k # Q for which the mixed quasi-
norm &[[xkj ]]&bNp, %=&x&bNp, % is finite. Here, the mixed quasi-norm & }&bNp, % is
defined as
&x&bNp, % :=\ :k # Q &x
k&%X k+
1%
for finite %, where Xk :=lNkp . (The sum is replaced by a supremum when
%=.) Let SNp, % be the unit ball in b
N
p, % . K
Lemma 3. Let 0< p, q, %. Let *>0, and assume that *N0
NkN0 for every k # Q. Then for any n>m=k # Q Nk , we can explic-
itly construct a subset M/bN, { of cardinality at most 2
n and a mapping
S: bNp, %  M such that
sup
x # SNp, %
&x&S(x)&b Nq, rC( p, %, *) N
1q&1p
0 2
&nm |Q|1{&1%.
Proof. Take a number \ such that 0<\min[ p, %]. From the
inequalities
& }&b N\, \|Q|
1p&1% N 1\&1p0 & }&bNp, %
and
& }&b Nq, {|Q|
1{ N 1q0 & }&bN,  ,
it follows that for any subset M/bNq, { and mapping S: b
N
p, %  M, we have
sup
x # S Np, %
&x&S(x)&b Nq, {|Q|
1\&1%+1{ N 1\+1q&1p0 sup
x # SN\, \
&x&S(x)&bN,  .
Considering SN\, \ and b
N
,  as B
m
\ and l
m
 and applying Lemma 1, we
obtain the statement of the lemma. K
Lemma 4. Let 0< p, %, {. Then for any positive integer n<m=
k # Q Nk , we can explicitly construct a subset M/b
N
, { of cardinality at
most 2n( mn ) and a mapping S: b
N
p, %  M such that
sup
x # S Np, %
&x&S(x)&bN, {C( p) n
&1p |Q|1{+(1+ p&1%)+.
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Proof. Since bNp, % /b
N
p, p for %< p, it is enough to prove the lemma for
% p. We define the mapping y=P(x) from bNp, % into N
N
, { with x=
[xk]k # Q and y=[ yk]k # Q , as follows. Given x=[xk]k # Q # bNp, % , we let the
set [(k, j): k # Q, 1 jNk] be ordered as a sequence [(ks , js)]ms=1 such
that
|xk1j1 ||x
k2
j2
| } } } |xksjs | } } } |x
km
jm
|.
Then the mapping y=P(x) is defined by setting
yksjs :={x
ks
js
0,
s=1, 2, ..., n,
s=n+1, ..., m.
We first estimate &x&P(x)&bN, { for the case {=. Note that
&x&P(x)&b N, = sup
1sm
|xksjs & y
ks
js
||xknjn |. (9)
Put R=R(x) :=(k # Q |Jk |
%p)&1%, where Jk denotes the set of all natural
numbers j not greater than Nk such that (k, j)=(ks , js) for some 1sn.
We have
|xknjn |
% R&% :
k # Q \ :j # Jk |x
k
j |
p+
%p
&x&%bNp, % .
Using (9), we obtain the following estimate
sup
x # S Np, %
&x&P(x)&bN, R(x). (10)
Since \ :=%p1, the Ho lder inequality gives
n= :
k # Q
|Jk | |Q| 1\$ \ :k # Q |Jk |
\+
1\
,
where 1\+1\$=1. Therefore,
R(x)=\ :k # Q |Jk |
\+
&1p\
n&1p |Q|1p&1%.
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Hence, by the inequalities & }&bN, {|Q|
1{ & }&bN,  and (10), we have
sup
x # S Np, %
&x&P(x)&b N, {n
&1p |Q| 1{+1p&1%. (11)
We fix the point x for a moment. Note that y=P(x) # S N$p, % , where
N$=N$(x)=[N$k]k # Q with N$k=|Jk |. Take a number q so that 0<q
min[1, p]. Since n=k # Q |Jk |, we can identify b
N$
q, q with l
n
q . By Lemma 1,
we can explicitly construct a subset Mx of lm of cardinality |Mx |2
n and
a mapping Sx : lnq  Mx , such that
&y&Sx( y)&l nC1( p) n
&1q &y&lqn .
From the last inequality and the inequalities
&y&Sx( y)&b N $, {|Q|
1{ &y&Sx( y)&b N $,  ,
&y&l qnn
1q&1p &y&lnp ,
&y&lnp|Q|
1p&1% &y&bN $p, % ,
we obtain the estimate
&y&Sx( y)&b N $, {n
&1p |Q| 1p+1{&1% &y&bN $p, % . (12)
For M=x # b Np, % Mx , we define the mapping S: b
N
p, %  M by putting
S(x)=Sx(P(x)). It is easy to check that |M|2n( mn ), and by (11) and (12),
we have
sup
x # S Np, %
&x&S(x)&b N, {C( p) n
&1p |Q|1{+1p&1%,
which suffices to prove the lemma. K
Corollary 1. Let 0< pq. Then for any positive integer nm
we can explicitly construct a subset M of lmq having cardinality at most 2
n( mn )
and a mapping S: lmp  M such that
sup
x # Bp
m
&x&S(x)&l qmC( p) n
1q&1p.
Proof. This corollary can be proved in a way similar to the proof of
Lemma 4. We give a sketch of the proof. We define the mapping y=P(x)
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from lmp into l
m
q as follows. Given x # l
m
p , we let [ks]
m
s=1 be a sequence such
that
|xk1| |xk2 | } } } |xks | } } } |xkm |.
Then the mapping y=P(x) is defined by setting
yks :={xks0,
x=1, 2, ..., n,
s=n+1, ..., m.
We have
sup
x # B p
m
&x&P(x)&l q
mn1q&1p.
We fix the point x for a moment. Note that y=P(x) can be considered as
an element of Bnp . By Lemma 2, we can explicitly construct a subset Mx of
lm of cardinality |Mx |2
n and a mapping Sx : lnp  Mx , such that
&y&Sx( y)&l qnn
1q&1p &y&l pn .
For M=x # l np Mx , we define the mapping S: l
n
p  M by putting
S(x)=Sx(P(x)). Then the set M and the mapping S are desired. K
From Lemma 3 of [4] and Corollary 1 it follows
Corollary 2. Let 0< pq and 0<{% and assume that
NkN0 for all k # Q. Then for any positive integer n<m=k # Q Nk , we
can explicitly construct a subset M/bNp, % of cardinality at most 2
n( mn ) and a
mapping S: bNp, %  M such that
sup
x # S Np, %
&x&S(x)&b Nq, {C( p) n
1q&1p |Q|1p&1q+1{&1%.
3. UPPER BOUND FOR ENTROPY NUMBERS
As usual, f (k) denotes the kth Fourier coefficient of f # Lp for 1 p.
Let Zd+ :=[k # Z
d : kj0, j=1, ..., d] and Pk :=[s # Zd : [2kj&1]|sj |<2kj,
j=1, ..., d]. For k # Zd+ , we define the operator $k as
$k( f ) := :
s # Pk
f (s) e i(s, } ).
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The LittlewoodPaley Theorem (see, e.g., [9]) states that for 1< p<,
the norm equivalence
& f &p  "\ :k # Zd
+
|$k( f )| 2+
12
"p
holds. This theorem has the generalization
& f &W rp  "\ :k # Zd
+
|2r|k| $k( f )| 2+
12
"p
for the norm & f &W rp , see, e.g., [2] and [15]. Here and in what follows,
|k| :=dj=1 kj for k # Z
d
+ .
We next recall some known equivalences of quasi-norms, see, e.g., [2].
Let 1 p, 0<%, and r>0. Then for 1< p< and %<, we
have
& f &B rp, %
 \ :k # Zd
+
\2r |k| &$k( f )&p+
%
+
1%
,
with the right side changed to a supremum for %=. From these quasi-
norm equivalences, it is easy to verify the inequalities
& f &Bq, max[q, 2]<<& f &q<<& f &Bq, min[q, 2] (13)
and
& f &Brp, max[p, 2]<<& f &W rp<<& f &Brp, min[p, 2] . (14)
For a positive integer m, we let the de la Valle e Poussin kernel Vm of
order m be defined as
Vm(t) :=
1
3m2
:
2m&1
k=m
Dk(t)=
sin(mt2) sin(3mt2)
3m2 sin2(t2)
,
where
Dm(t) := :
|k|m
eikt
is the univariate Dirichlet kernel of order m. For completeness we put
V0=1.
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For univariate functions f # Lp(T), we define the function Um( f ) as
Um( f ) := f V Um=3?m |
T
f (t) Vm( } &t) dt,
and the function Vm( f ) as
Vm( f ) := :
k # Pm
f (hk) Vm( } &hk), (15)
where h :=2?3m and Pm :=[k # Z : 0k<3m]. Let m # Zd+ . For multi-
variate functions f # Lp(Td), the mixed operator Vm is defined as
Vm( f ) := ‘
d
j=1
Vmj ( f ),
where the univariate operator Vmj is applied to the variable x j . Notice that
Vm( f ) is a trigonometric polynomial of order at most 2m j&1 in the
variable xj , and
Vm( f, hk)= f (hk), k # Pdm , (16)
where h :=(2?3)(m&11 , ..., m
&1
d ), P
d
m :=[k # Z
d : 0k j<3mj , j=1, ..., d],
and xy :=(x1y1 , ..., xdyd) for x, y # Rd. We also have (see [3])
&Vm( f )&p  ‘
d
j=1
m&1pj &[ f (hk)]&l&p , 1 p, (17)
where & :=|Pdm |=3
d >dj=1 mj . Denote by Tm the space of all trigonometric
polynomials of order at most mj in the variable xj for j=1, ..., d. It is easy
to check that
Vm( f )= f \f # Tm . (18)
Next, for univariate functions f # Lp(T), we define
v0( f ) :=V0( f ), v1( f ) :=V1( f )&V0( f ),
vk( f ) :=V2k&1( f )&V2k&2( f ) for k=1, 2, ... .
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For k # Zd+ , the definition of the mixed operator vk for multivariate func-
tions in Lp(Td) is similar to the mixed operator Vm . The mixed operators
uk , k # Zd+ , are defined in a similar way by replacing Vm( f ) by Um( f ).
Note that vk( f ) and uk( f ) are a trigonometric polynomial of order at
most 2kj+1&1 in the variable xj for j=1, ..., d.
Lemma 5. Let 1 p, 0<%, and r>0. Then for %<, we have
& f &B rp, %  \ :k # Zd
+
(2r |k| &uk( f )&p)%+
1%
,
and if in addition r>1p,
& f &B rp, %
 \ :k # Zd
+
(2r |k| &vk( f )&p)%+
1%
,
with the sum being replaced by a supremum for %=.
Proof. This lemma was proved in [3] for %=. The case %< can
be proved similarly with the aid of the well-known discrete Hardy
inequality (cf. also [9]). K
Let 8=[.k]k # Q a family of elements in Lq . Denote by Mn(8) the non-
linear manifold of all linear combinations of the form .=k # K ak .i ,
where K is a subset of Q having cardinality n. The n-term Lq -approxima-
tion of an element f # Lq with regard to the family 8 is called the
Lq -approximation of f by elements from Mn(8). To establish the upper
bound for the asymptotic orders of =n(SBrp, % , Lq) and =n(SW
r
p , Lq) in (2)
and (3), we use the non-linear n-term Lq-approximation with respect to the
V :=[.k, s]s # Qk , k # Zd+ , .k, s :=Vmk( } &sh
k),
where mk :=(2k1, ..., 2kd), hk :=(2?3)(2&k1, ..., 2&kd), and
Qk :=[s # Zd : 0sj<3_2kj for j=1, ..., d].
That is, the family V is formed from the integer translates of the mixed
dyadic scales of the tensor product multivariate de la Valle e Poussin kernel.
For 0< p, % and r # R, let Brp, % denote the linear quasi-normed
space of all functions on Td represented by the series
f = :
k # Zd
+
:
s # Qk
fk, s .k, s
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for which & f &B rp, % is finite. Here, & }&B rp, % is defined as
& f &B rp, % :=\ :k # Zd
+
(2(r&1p) |k|&[ fk, s]&l p|Qk|)
%+
1%
(19)
for %<, with the sum replaced by a supremum for %=. We also use
the notation Bp, %=B rp, % for r=0. From Lemma 5 and (15)(18), we may
use standard methods of establishing quasi-norm equivalence on Besov
spaces to prove that when p1 and r>0, this definition coincides with the
definition of Brp, % , given in Section 1.
Theorem 1. Let 1< p, q<, 0<% and r>0. Then we have:
(i) for r>1p
=n(SBrp, % , Lq)<<n
&r(log n) (d&1)(r+12&1max[ p, %]), (20)
(ii) for r>(1p&1q)+ and %min[q, 2]
=n(SBrp, % , Lq)<<n
&r(log n) (d&1)(r+12&1%), (20$)
(iii) and for r>(1p&1q)+
=n(SW rp , Lq)<<(nlog
d&1 n)&r. (21)
In addition, we can explicitly construct a finite subset V* of V, a subset M
of Mn(V*) having cardinality at most 2n, and a mapping S: W  M such that
E(W, M, Lq) sup
f # W
& f &S( f )&q<<E(n),
where W denotes SBrp, % or SW
r
p , and E(n) denotes the right side of (20) or
(20$) or (21), respectively.
Theorem 1 will easily follow from
Theorem 2. Let 0< p, q, %, 1{. Assume that either r>1p
or r>(1p&1q)+ and %{. Then we have
=n(SBrp, % , Bq, {)<<E%, {(n), (22)
where
E%, {(n) :={n
&r(log n)(d&1)(r+1{&1max[ p, %]),
n&r(log n) (d&1)(r+1{&1{),
r>1p,
r>(1p&1q)+ , %{.
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In addition, we can explicitly construct a finite subset V* of V, a subset M
of Mn(V*) having cardinality at most 2n, and a mapping S: Brp, %  M, such
that
E(SBrp, % , M, Bq, {) sup
f # SBrp, %
& f &S( f )&Bq, {<<E%, {(n). (23)
Proof of Theorem 2. Obviously, (22) follows from (23), and, conse-
quently, it is enough to prove (23). By the definition (19) and the
inequality r>(1p&1q)+ , we can verify that every f # Brp, % is represented
as the series
f = :

&=0
f& , (24)
converging in the norm of Bq, { , where
f&= :
k # 2&
:
s # Qk
fk, s .k, s ,
and 2& :=[k # Zd+ : |k|=&]. Moreover, we have the equalities
& f&&B rp, %=2
(r&1p) &&[[ fk, s]]&b N &p, % ,
& f&&Bq , {=2
&&q&[[ fk, s]]&bN &q , % , (25)
as well as the relations
|2& |  &d&1,
(26)
C(d ) 2&&d&1m&=2& |2& |  2&&d&1,
where N & :=[N &k]k # 2& , N
&
k=|Qk |=3
d2&, and m&=k # |2& N
&
k . Given a
positive integer n, we take a positive integer !=!(n) satisfying the
condition
C2!!d&1n  2!!d&1, (27)
where C is an absolute constant whose value will be chosen below.
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We first consider the case r>1p. Notice that there hold the inequality
& }&Bq , {& }&B, { and the inclusion SB
r
p, % /SB
r
p, max[ p, %] . Therefore, it suf-
fices to treat the case p% and q=. Fix a number $ so that
0<$<min[1, p(r&1p)], and let the sequence [n&]&=0 be given by
n& :={[m&2
(1&$)(!&&)]+1
[m&2(1+$)(!&&)]
for 0&<!,
for &!.
It is easy to check that n&>0 for any &!(1+$)$&&0 , where
&0=&0($, d ) is a positive constant. Since (1+$)$>r(r&1p), we can fix
a number * so that (1+$)$>*>r(r&1p). Put &*=[*!]. Then for !
large enough, we have n&>0 for any &&*.
Let 0&!. Then n&m& . By Lemma 3, there exists a set M& /bN
&
, { of
cardinality at most 2n& and a mapping G& : bN
&
p, %  M& , such that
&x&G&(x))&bN &, {2
&&p |2& |1{&1% 2&n&m& &x&bN &p, % .
We define a subset M & of B, { and a mapping S& : Brp, %  M & as follows.
By the definition (19) and the equality (25), a function
f&= :
k # 2&
:
s # Qk
fk, s .k, s
belongs to Brp, % iff [[ fk, s]s # Qk]k # 2& belongs to b
N&
p, % . We put
S&( f )= :
k # 2&
:
s # Qk
f *k, s.k, s
and M &=S&(M&), where [[ f *k, s]s # Qk]k # 2&=G&([[ fk, s]s # Qk]k # 2&). Then
|M & ||M& |=2n& and
& f&&S&( f ))&B, {<<2
&r&) |2& |1{&1% 2&n& m& & f&&B rp, % .
From (26) we obtain
& f&&S&( f ))&B, {<<A(&) & f&&B rp, % , (28)
where A(&)=2&r&&(d&1)(1{&1%)2&2(1&$)(!&&)&(d&1).
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Let !<&&*. Then n&<m& . Similarly to (28), by Lemma 4 we can
define a subset M & of B, { having cardinality at most 2n& ( m&n& ), as well as
a mapping S& : Brp, %  & such that
& f&&S&( f ))&Bq , {<<B(&) & f&&B rp, % , (29)
where B(&)=2&r!&(d&1)(1{&1%)2&;(&&!) and ;=(r&1p&$p)>0.
Finally, let &>&*. We define the trivial mapping: S&( f )=0 for any
f # Brp, % . From (25) and the Ho lder inequality, it follows that for any
&>&*, we have
& f&&S&( f ))&B, {<<2
&(r&1p) & |2& |\ & f&&B rp, % , (30)
where \=max[0, 1{&1%].
For approximating functions f # SBrp, % , we now define the mapping S by
S := :

&=0
S& .
From (24) we have
f &S( f )= :

&=0
( f&&S&( f )).
Hence, by (28)(30) and the inequalities & f&&B rp, %& f &B rp, % and *>r(r&1p),
we get the following estimates for any f # SBrp, % :
& f &S( f ))&B, { :

&=0
& f&&S&( f ))&B, {
<< :
0&!
A(&)+ :
!<&&*
B(&)+ :
&>&*
2&(r&1p) &&(d&1) \
<<2&r!!(d&1)(1{&1%) :
0&!
2r(!&&)2&2
(1&$)(!&&)
+2&r!!(d&1)(1{&1%) :
!<&&*
2&;(&&!)(&&!) (d&1)(\+1\)
+2&(r&1p) &*&*(d&1) \ :
&>&*
2&(r&1p)(&&&*)(&&&*) (d&1) \
<<2&r!!(d&1)(1{&1{)  E%, {(n).
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It is easy to see that S is a mapping from SBrp, % into M :=
&*
&=0 M & .
Moreover, by (26) we have
log |M| :
&*
&=0
log |M & |<< :
0&!
2&$(!&&)2!&d&1
+ :
!<&&* \2
&$(&&!)2!&d&1+log \m&n& ++ .
Stirling’s formula gives
log \m&n& +n& log
bm&
n&
2&$(&&!)2!&d&1(b+(1+$)(&&!)),
where b is an absolute constant. Hence,
log |M|C$2!!d&1 :

s=0
2&$ssd&1,
where C$ is an absolute constant. Setting C :=C$ s=0 2
&$ssd&1, we obtain
log |M|n. This means that |M|2n. Let V*=0&&* V&* , where V&*=
[.ks ]s # Qk , k # 2& . By construction, it follows that V* is a finite subset of V
and M is a subset of Mn(V*).
Thus, for the case r>1p, we have explicitly constructed a finite subset
V* of V, a subset M in Mn(V*) having cardinality at most 2n, and a
mapping S: Brp, %  M such the upper bound (23) holds.
The case r>(1p&1q)+ and %{ can be proved similarly, but
Lemma 4 is replaced by Corollary 2. K
Remark. Theorem 2 was proved in [15] for the case p=1, %, q=,
{=2, and in [1] for the case p=2, %, q=, {=1.
Proof of Theorem 1. By use of (13) and (14), we can verify that SWrp /
C(r, p) SBrp, max[ p, 2] and that
=n(W, Lq)<<=n(W, Bq, min[q, 2]).
Using this inequality and Theorem 2, we get Theorem 1. K
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4. LOWER BOUND FOR NON-LINEAR WIDTHS
Theorem 3. Let 1< p, q<, 0<%, and r>0. Then we have
\n(SBrp, % , Lq)>>n
&r(log n) (d&1)(r+12&1%),
\n(SW rp , Lq)>>(nlog
d&1 n)&r.
Similarly to Theorem 1, Theorem 3 follows easily from
Theorem 4. Let 0< p, q, %, { and r # R. Then we have
\n(SBrp, % , Bq, {)>>n
&r(log n) (d&1)(r+1{&1%).
In the proof of Theorem 4 we employ the following lemma. Let
0< p< and let + be a probability distribution on 0. Denote by Lp(0, +)
the quasi-normed linear space of real-valued functions on 0, equipped with
the quasi-norm
& f &Lp(0, +) :=\|0 | f (x)| p d++
1p
.
For a subset M of the quasi-normed linear space X, let M=(M, X) be the
cardinality of the maximal =-separated subset of M (a set A is called
=-separated, if & f & f $&X>= for any f, f $ # A such that f { f $).
Lemma 5. Let 0< p1, and let + be a probability distribution on 0.
Then if M/Lp(0, +) is a set of pseudo-dimension n such that | f (x)|* for
every f # M and x # 0, we have
M=(M, Lp(0, +))e(n+1)(4e*=)n.
Proof of Lemma 5. This lemma was proved in [6] for the case p=1.
The case p<1 follows from this case and the inequality & }&Lp(0, +)
& }&L1(0, +) . K
We now turn to the
Proof of Theorem 4. Because of the inclusion SBr, % /SB
r
p, % , it suffices
to treat the case p=.
For a positive integer !, we take the set 2! :=[k # Zd+ : |k|=!]. Let B(!)
denote the space of all trigonometric polynomials f of the form
f = :
k # 2!
:
s # Qk
fk, s.k, s ,
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and for 0<‘, ’, we let B(!)‘, ’ denote the subspace of B‘, ’ consisting
of all f # B(!). From the definition of .k, s and the interpolation property
(16), it is easy to verify that for every f # B(!), we have
f = :
k # 2!
:
s # Qk
f (shk) .k, s .
By the definition (19),
& f &Br, %=2
r! & f &B, %2
r! |2! |1% & f &B, 
for any f # B(!), % . This implies 2&r! |2! |&1% SB(!),  /SBr, % , where
SB(!),  is the unit ball in B(!),  . Therefore, for any M/Bq, { , we
have
E(SBr, % , M, Bq, {)2
&r! |2! | &1% E(SB(!),  , M, Bq, {). (31)
Consider the lattice 0 :=[shk]s # Qk , k # 2! as a subset of T
n. Denote by f *
the restriction of f to 0. Let W* :=[ f *: f # W] and let B(!)*‘, ’ be the
space of all such f *, equipped with the corresponding quasi-norm defined
in the right side of (19) for r=0.
Let dimp(M)n. Then by definition, we have dime (M*)n and
E(SB(!),  , M, Bq, {)E(SB(!)*,  , M*, B(!)*q, {). (32)
Take a fixed number \ such that 0<\min[1, q, {]. From the relations
Nk=3d2 |k|  2! and |2! |  !d&1 for k # 2! , it is easy to check that
& }&B(!)*q , {>>!
(d&1)(1{&1\) & }&B(!)*\, \ .
Therefore, by the definition of the quasi-norm of B(!)*‘, ’ we have
E(SB(!)*,  , M*, B(!)*q, {)
>>!(d&1)(1{&1\)E(SB(!)*,  , M*, B(!)*\, \).
Hence, by (31) and (32), we have
E(SBr, % , M, Bq, {)
>>2&r!! (d&1)(1{&1%&1\)E(SB(!)*,  , M*, B(!)*\, \). (33)
We will use an idea from [13]. We define the mapping F: B(!)\, \ 
SB(!),  as follows. If
f = :
k # 2!
:
s # Qk
fk, s.k, s ,
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then
F( f )= :
k # 2!
:
s # Qk
f $k, s.k, s ,
where f $ks=sgn( fk, s) min[1, | fk, s |]. The mapping F generates a mapping
F*: B*\, \  SB(!)*,  by the formula F*( f *)=(F( f ))*.
Obviously, F( f )= f for any f # SB(!),  , and therefore the inequality
&F*( f *)&B(!)*\, \& f *&B(!)*\, \
implies that for any f * # SB(!)*\, \ and g* # M*, we have
& f *&F*(g*)&B(!)*\, \& f *& g*&B(!)*\, \ .
This means that
E(SB(!)*,  , M*, B(!)*\, \)E(SB(!)*,  , M$, B(!)*\, \), (34)
where M$=F*(M*). Moreover, from the definition of pseudo-dimension it
is easy to verify that dimp(M$)dimp(M*)n
We temporarily use the abbreviation & }&=& }&B(!)*\, \ . Notice that from
the definition of the quasi-norm of B(!)*‘, ’ we can find a probability
distribution +$ such that
|2! |&1\ & }&=& }&Lp(0, +$) .
Hence, by Lemma 5, we have
M=(M$, B(!)*\, \)e(n+1)(4e |2! |1\=)n. (35)
By Lemma 2, there exists a subset U/SB(!)*,  of cardinality at most
2s16 such that for any f *, g* # U, f *{ g*, we have
& f *& g*&2&!\(s2)1\C |2! | 1\, (36)
where C=C(\) and s :=dim B(!)=3d2! |2! |. Clearly,
E(SB(!)*,  , M$, B(!)*\, \)E(U, M$, B(!)*\, \). (37)
Given arbitrary $>0, we put
\=E(U, M$, B(!)*\, \)+$. (38)
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By definition, there exists a mapping G: U  M$ such that for any f * # U,
we have
& f *&G( f *)&:.
Using (36), we see that for any f *, g* # U, we have
&G( f *)&G(g*)&
& f *& g*&&& f *&G( f *)&&&g*&G(g*)&
2=$&2:,
where 2=$=C |2! | 1\. Suppose that \=$2. Then for any f *, g* # V=
G(U ), we have & f *& g*&=$. This means that |V|=|U|>2s16, and con-
sequently
M=$(V, B(!)*\, \)>2s16.
On the other hand, by (35), we have
M=$(V, B(!)*\, \)e(n+1)(4e |2! | 1\=$)n.
This means that
2s16<e(n+1)(4e |2! | 1\=$)n=e(n+1)(4eC)n.
Hence, we can verify that for arbitrary n large enough, s<16n(2+log(eC)).
Let us now define !=!(n) from the condition
n  2!!d&1  3d2! |2! |=s>16n(2+log(eC)). (39)
Then we get the opposite inequality s>16n(2+log(eC)). This contradic-
tion shows that \>=$2 for !=!(n) and arbitrary $>0. This and (38) yield
the estimate
E(U, M*, B(!)*\, \)=$2=2&1C |2! |1\.
Combining the last estimate, (33), (34), (37), and (39) we see that for
arbitrary M of pseudo-dimension at most n, we have
E(SBr, % , M, Bq, {)>>2
&r!!(d&1)(1{&1%)
 n&r(log n) (d&1)(r+1{&1%),
as required. K
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Remark. The lower bound of =n(SB rp, % , Bq, {) can be established directly
by a reduction to the upper bound of =n(SB(!)q, { , B(!)p, %) using Lemma 2
and the following assertion: Let the linear space L be equipped with two
quasi-norms & }&X and & }&Y , and let W be a subset of L. If =n(W, X)>0,
we have
=n+m(W, Y)=n(SX, Y) =m(W, X),
where SX=[x # L : &x&X1]. The proof of this assertion is similar to the
proof of Lemma 4 in [4]. We can also use the method in the proof of
Theorem 2.2 from [15] to prove the lower estimate
=n(SBrp, % , L1)>>n
&r(log n) (d&1)(r+12&1%),
which immediately yields the lower bound of =n(SB rp, % , Lq) and
=n(SWrp , Lq) .
The lower bound of =n(SBrp, % , Bq, {) was proved in [15] for the case
p, %=, and q, {=1, and in [1] for the case p=2, %, q=, {=1 and
r>12. However, it is easy to see that the result from [15] stronger than
that from [1].
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